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Multichannel challenge
Retailers really must get it
right online if they are to
compete with etailers and
prosper – even if they don’t
embrace online selling
The ongoing debate over the future of our
town centres and suggestions of a tax for
online retailers has brought how retailers
adapt to the Internet into sharp focus once
again.
While there are plenty of retailers who
continue to see the Internet as nothing more
than a means for others to undercut them,
there is no doubt that it is playing a more
integral part in shopping as every day passes.
Few people make major purchases these
days without researching online first. You as
retailers don’t stock a carpet or sofa from the
first company that agrees to supply you –
you research the market, and that is what
shoppers are doing.
Dave Thompson, Swan Retail director,
makes a very good point when he says
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retailers with physical stores have an
advantage over pure etailers (see p76). But if
the retailer hasn’t embraced a multichannel
approach – neither of my local furniture or
flooring retailers have a website, for example
– they will miss out when the consumer does
their online research and they may never
walk through the door.
Personal recommendation will always
be important but online reviews and
customer feedback are becoming
increasingly valid too.
I was impressed recently by a retailer who
replied on its website the same day to a
customer’s comment about a purchase.
Other comments proved testament to its
customer service levels and created a
reassurance that if there were any problems
they would be resolved without bother.
I’m not suggesting that everyone needs to
sell online but everyone needs to have a
website that reflects how they would like to
be seen by shoppers. Are you up for the
multichannel challenge?
Many thanks to all of you who took the
time to vote in the Interiors Monthly 2013
Awards. I’m looking forward to unveiling the
winners in next month’s issue.
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NEWS

New ranges help
DFS boost profits
Targeting ‘more aspirational’ shoppers
has helped DFS boost earnings by
almost 10%.
Sales in the nine months to 27 April
rose by 7.8% to £481.8m, helped by
five store openings, while EBITDA
climbed by 8.5% to £48.3m.
Ian Filby, DFS chief executive,
says that the performance
underlined the strength of the DFS
brand, investing in stores and the
success of broadening its appeal
through the Country Living
(pictured below), House Beautiful

and French Connection brands.
He says the chain has no plans to
switch upmarket and will continue to
emphasise its value offer while
widening its ranges.
‘We have also continued to grow
our successful online business,
supported by our free sofa and room
planner app, in order to provide a
fully multichannel offer,’ he says.
The group remains highly cash
generative, with cash balances at the
end of the third quarter of £15.4m
(2012: £33.3m) after net expenditure
on bond refinancing and shareholder
dividends totalling £36.9m during the
nine month period.
‘Our good performance in the year
to date reinforces the strength of
DFS’s position as the UK market leader
in upholstered furniture. We remain
confident that we have the right
strategy, proposition and team in
place to make this another successful
year of progress for DFS,’ says Filby.
Meanwhile, the 10,000sqft pilot
small format store in Stirling is
proving successful and could be used
for smaller towns, but won’t be rolled
out to larger towns, says Filby.

Wildsmith’s winning design

Goodweave win
Charlotte Wildsmith, a second year
Textile Design student at De Montfort
University has won anti-child labour
group Goodweave’s annual Student Rug
Design competition.
Working to a brief set by Roger Oates,
co-owner of Roger Oates, students were
asked to interpret fashion to design an
elegant rug with a luxury feel.
Charlotte took inspiration from
techniques of fashion designer Jonathan
Saunders in his Ombré Collection and
her research into colour blending,
starling murmurations and reflections of
sunlight on water.
The design will be produced and
shown at Decorex in September.

Sofa.com founders slam online tax idea
The founders of Sofa.com have hit back at suggestions that
online retailers should pay a special levy. The British Retail
Consortium is looking into the feasibility of a charge on online
sales, but Pat Reeves and Rohan Blacker say such a plan would
be bad for consumers and business.
In a letter to Danny Alexander, the chief secretary to the
Treasury, they say: ‘Sofa.com, like all profitable online retailers,
already pays significant corporation tax and VAT. We employ lots
of people who pay national insurance, and all our shareholders
also pay tax. It is the consumers who decide which retailers are
successful – this is market forces at work.’
The letter says that taxing online retailers won’t change this
but it is most likely to lead to reduced consumer choice online.
They say retailers must accept cost variances; traditionally
online retailers have larger technology investment and delivery
costs, whereas traditional retailers have higher rents and rates.
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Additionally, they say, start-ups don’t have any kind of rent
covenant to offer landlords, so large businesses often get the
best retail sites anyway.
The letter continues: ‘Online businesses often fail. Online isn’t
some magical way of beating the high street, only the best
businesses survive and as such, it’s absurd to imply that online
retail has an “inherent advantage” over traditional shops.
‘The Government is calling on technology companies and
entrepreneurs to help the UK economy. The Internet enables
entrepreneurs to start businesses quickly and cheaply – it’s a
great place for the “little guy” with a good idea to bring a
product to market. The vast majority of new jobs created in any
year in the UK are from small firms. Therefore, an online sales
tax will not be helpful,’ the letter concludes.
Sofa.com saw sales rise by 30% to £16.8m in the year to
February.

Look for the Buttery

Tough enough to take
care of everyday stains
The original StainAway Collection goes from
strength to strength with the successful
fashion update of it’s flagship, Harvest
Heathers Collection. The new colours have
added a new dimension to this classic carpet.
Available in three weights StainGuard Harvest
Heathers, StainAway Harvest Heathers and
StainAway Classic Heathers with a 20 year,
15 year and 10 year StainAway Warranty
respectively give the retailer the opportunity
to trade up with the consumer.

A new innovative 1/10 gauge collection has also
been added in 2013 to the StainAway Collection,
Briar Twist and Denby Twist complete with a
15 year and 10 year StainAway Warranty are
both available in 4 and money saving 5 metre
widths. The well known ranges, Scottsdale and
Tuftex Twist have also been recoloured both
having had a positive reaction when launched
at the recent buying group trade fair in Solihull.
StainAway Collection consumer leaflets and
registration forms along with in store point-ofsale are available from your area manager.

Look for the Butterfly
“It’s difficult to discriminate across the vast array of carpet on
offer in our market place” Say’s AW’s David Funk. “We have
invested extensively in creating new ranges that retailers and
their customers can rely on for quality, price and performance.
We think the Butterfly can play a part in highlighting which
carpets deliver those benefits.”
More point-of-sale, A4 cards and floor displays are available

Associated Weavers
Sales: 01422 431100
Email: salesuk@awe.be

now. Please ask your area manager.

Multi-Width
helping the consumer Save Money
Associated Weavers have now introduced more
Multi-Width ranges for 2013.
90% of all our ranges now include extra wide width
5 metres, giving more choice to the consumer and
also helping to avoid those unsightly seams.

StainAway Harvest Heathers
Carpet protection - that’s guaranteed

“

The company has been busy again, playing to it’s strengths by

re-launching new colours to it’s top selling original Harvest Heathers Collections.
Steve Elliott
Managing Director Associated Weavers

”

NEWS

More companies sign up to recycle flooring
The Recofloor vinyl flooring recycling scheme has secured
‘a great breakthrough’ with a host of new members.
The scheme’s recruitment drive has swollen the number of
drop-off sites to 74 following the addition of nine distributors:
Richards, Bristol; Richards, Southampton; Anderson Grant,
Chelmsford; Alvin Morris, Liverpool; Mercado, Leeds; LGS,
Gateshead; MCD Scotland, Uddingston; Christal Supplies,
Plymouth and Bailey Carpets, Plymouth.
Recofloor, founded by Altro and Polyflor, diverts waste vinyl
flooring from landfill by recycling smooth offcuts, smooth
uplifted vinyl and safety offcuts back into products, such as new
flooring.
‘This is an exciting development, because it demonstrates the
fact that the supply chain is working together to divert vinyl
flooring from landfill. There is a drop-off facility in virtually every
area of the UK where contractors can drop off smaller volumes
of waste,’ says Jane Gardner, Recofloor project manager.
‘At Mercado we have been active members of both Carpet
Recycling UK and The Flooring Sustainability Partnership for a
number of years and consider the issues on recycling and
diversion from landfill to be one of the most challenging issues
facing our industry,’ says Keith Yates, Mercado md.

There are now 74 drop-off sites

The latest Recofloor figures show distributors boosted their
share of waste vinyl flooring collections by 11% in the first three
months of 2013. The 67 distributors at that time collected 42% –
or 42.27tonnes – of the first quarter’s 99.3tonnes. This compares
to 31% – or 30.5 tonnes – in January to March 2012.

Refurbishments
help Carpetright
profits leap
Carpetright, the country’s largest flooring retailer, saw underlying
profits jump from £2.8m to £10.9m in the year to 27 April as it lifted
like for like sales by 2.2%. Retail sales rose by 3.9%, with overall UK
turnover flat at £381.6m.
During the year 154 of its 478 branches were refurbished,
increasing the number to 186 refurbished stores, where sales
increased by some 10%.
‘The group grew underlying profits and generated cash during the
year, with an encouraging increase in UK retail store like for like sales
and a significant improvement in gross profit percentage year-onyear. The success of our self-help activities in improving group
performance during the period was particularly encouraging,
demonstrating that a focus on factors within our control can yield
good results,’ says Darren Shapland, Carpetright chief executive.
Trading conditions are expected to remain challenging, but
Shapland is confident the combination of self-help initiatives will
underpin the positive momentum of the group.
Trading conditions in the Netherlands remained difficult, he says,
while progress has been made in the recovery plan for the Republic
of Ireland. European sales fell by 15.5% to £76m as underlying profits
fell from £5.2m to £500,000.
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Housing boost
House prices rose in May by the fastest rate since
November 2011.
‘House prices edged up by 0.4% in May, providing
further support for the view that the housing market
is gradually gaining momentum,’ says Robert
Gardner, Nationwide chief economist.
The three month on three month measure of
house prices has been in positive territory since
October last year. The annual rate of house price
growth was 1.1% in May – the fastest pace since
November 2011.
Also, in the first four months of 2013 the number
of property transactions was around 5% above the
monthly average in 2012. Mortgage approvals in the
first quarter of 2013 were also around 4% above last
year’s monthly average.

Venture to cut waste
John Lewis has teamed up with Furniture Reuse
Network to provide low-cost furniture to those in
need and reduce waste.
Customers buying a new sofa from John Lewis can
pay £29.97 for their old sofa to be taken away and
reused or recycled by one of the FRN’s 300 UK reuse
organisations. Of the charge, £15 goes to the charity
and the remainder pays for John Lewis’s pick-up and
delivery. The scheme was launched following trials
at the Liverpool, Cheadle, Trafford and Chester stores
that saw 150 sofas reused and another 42 recycled.

NEWS

Dwell closes after
rescue talks fail
Accountancy firm Duff & Phelps was
expected to be named as
administrator for interiors chain Dwell
as Interiors Monthly went to press.
The 24-store chain ceased trading
ahead of the appointment of an
administrator after failing to find an
investor last month.
A company statement says: ‘The
business had been working with its
advisers to secure further working
capital for the business, and was
actively in the process of talking to a
number of interested parties who saw
the value of the Dwell brand and
product, its customer base, and its
multichannel proposition. However,
despite this interest it did not
progress. As a result we have been left
with no option but to close the
business with immediate effect.
‘From today (20 June) all stores are
closed, the website is no longer open
to take orders and no deliveries will
be made,’ it adds.
Some consumers have complained

Home furnishings sales increased

Ups and downs
Dwell failed to find a buyer

about late deliveries. Its 23 stores and
one House of Fraser concession had
been closed for stock-taking ahead of
its closure announcement. The chain
has more than 300 staff.
Pre-tax losses rose to £675,320 from
£456,349 in the year to 27 January
2012.
Aamir Ahmad founded Dwell as a
mail order business in 2003. He
stepped down as md last November
after the chain was refinanced.

Big ticket performers: Homebase’s like for like sales rose by 1.4% in the quarter to 1 June, driven
by the performance in big ticket products. Total sales increased by 0.2% to £422m. At sister chain
Argos, like for like sales climbed 1.9% with total sales 1.2% higher at £828m.

Laura Ashley enjoyed growth in its
interiors business but suffered from
underperformance in clothing. In the 18
weeks to 1 June, like for like and total
sales fell by 0.6%.
‘We have seen a strong performance
and like for like growth in our home
furnishings business but fashion has
underperformed, partly due to the
impact of unseasonal weather during the
period,’ says the chain.

Nolte moves to
Andrew Porter
The UK arm of German bedroom
manufacturer Nolte Mobel has turned to
Andrew Porter for its deliveries, hoping
to cut lead times by three weeks to five
weeks.
The logistics firm will carry out Nolte
Mobel’s warehousing, logistics and
installations in the UK and Republic of
Ireland from September.
‘When I joined 10 months ago I
undertook a thorough review of the
company’s structure and processes,
identifying some areas for improvement
as well as successful elements to retain.
Our logistics provision is something I felt
should be put in the hands of experts, to
provide a much more efficient service for
our customers,’ says Geoff Hawkes, Nolte
Mobel UK md.
‘This is the first step in our bid to
improve those areas of our business
which require attention, while retaining
and building on the elements which
have made us the UK’s leading provider
of contemporary wardrobes and
bedroom furniture.’

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Visit us at THE MANCHESTER
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IDEAL PRODUCTS LTD.
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Charcoal

Red
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2 Seat Red
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NICOLE FAUX LEATHER
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Black
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Orange
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Red

FURNITURE SHOW – Stand A10
APRIL

PANAMA

PADSTOW

Teal

Chocolate

Blue

TRURO
Pink

Black

PARIS

Slate

Natural

Teal

01902 456457
Unit 10, Delta Trading Estate, Bilston Road
Wolverhampton WV2 2QD (Opposite the VW garage)
info@idealproductsltd.co.uk www.idealproductsltd.co.uk

Purple

FLOORING
SHOW
DESIGN RETAIL CONTRACT

1-3 September
2013
HARROGATE

The world at
your feet...

Business Enrichment
Centre speakers include:

Join us in Harrogate this
September for the UK’s most
important flooring event
Featuring an unrivalled range of exhibitors
앫 New: Trends Hub – meet friends and colleagues in
inspirational surroundings featuring key flooring design
trends for 2014
앫 New: Business Enrichment Centre – top speakers
delivering exciting seminars to help your business grow
앫 ... and all completely free of charge,
including the exhibition, seminars,
receptions, wi-fi and parking

Vanessa Brady
CEO, The Society of British
Interior Design
Sian Astley
Channel 5 TV’s presenter of
‘Half Built House’
Victoria Redshaw
of Trends Forecaster
Scarlet Opus
Finlay Clark
Google
and many more

Online registration is
FREE & open now!

www.theflooringshow.com

OPINION

The author is an independent
furniture retailer

Consider different ways
to help the high street
I’ve been reading with much interest the plans by Bill Grimsey
to revisit the review Mary Portas undertook on the future of our
high streets. Grimsey, as I understand it, thinks the Queen of
Shops concentrated too much on retailing and not enough on
other uses in The Portas Review.
Portas, as you might think, disagrees with Grimsey and
says that the government has been slow to act on her 28
recommendations.
Whoever is right or wrong, I just wish somebody would get
on with doing something. It’s all very well for local authorities
and other groups to spend a few thousand pounds giving
things a lick of paint or other such superficial projects, but it’s
not going to attract people back to the high street.

Having people living on
high streets would help
to keep the shops that
we still have going
Let’s be clear: the so-called golden age of the high street no
longer exists – if it ever did.
I remember reading a few years ago that the UK had by far
the highest shopping density in Europe (shops per person) and
I thought then that opening all this new retail space wasn’t
going to be sustainable – and that was before Internet
shopping took off. Sadly, I was right. Just look at all the empty
out of town units. But of course before online got at out of
town, retail parks had got at town centres.
Why is there this reluctance to allow shops to be converted to
other uses, such as homes, offices or leisure?
We are constantly told that we’re hugely short of homes and
we have to concrete over the countryside to solve the problem.
So why not convert empty shops to houses or more likely flats?
Having people living on high streets would help to keep the
shops that we still have going, even if we have to adapt to
different shopping hours with more evening opening.
But, this by itself is not the solution. As Chris Witt said in the
May issue, there are other reasons. As I’ve said before, our
landlord is a reasonable guy and has helped us, but many
premises are empty because people can’t afford rents that were
expensive during boom times, let alone now. Some property
conversions would create jobs in the building trade and add a
bit of vibrancy.
Will anyone listen?
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NEW PRODUCTS

1

2

1 & 2 The Akhio bunk bed is the latest offering from Hyder
Living. Crafted from solid wood and painted white, Akhio
complements a variety of interior schemes. Contemporary
in style, but drawing inspiration from sleigh beds, it has
curved head and foot ends, with the bottom bunk
incorporating an open storage system at either end.
Tel: 01484 531 000

3

3 Cormar has expanded its Easy Clean offer with Sensation Heathers. Made on
1/8th gauge, it is a heavyweight carpet using the two-fold specialised yarn to
create a luxurious handle. Made from 100% Luxelle polypropylene for a supersoft touch and stain resistant properties, it is available in 10 shades.
Visit: www.cormarcarpets.co.uk
4 Casa Bella Upholstery’s latest collection of sofas and chairs – 3+1+1 at a
recommended price of £495 and 3+2 at £475 – are all available in the regular
range of fabrics. There are more than 12 designs to choose from. The company
also specialises in corner units and mid-range bespoke upholstery.
Tel: 01254 661 661
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TRUST REST ASSURED,
THE POCKET SPRING SPECIALIST
F O R A F F O R DA B L E LU X U RY B E D S .
The Eloquence Collection is exclusively available to independent, high street retailers.
Telephone. 01282 851111 or email. enquiries@rest-assured.co.uk

NEW PRODUCTS

5

9

6

5 QEP has a range of 12 cork flooring finishes from Wicanders
Cork Flooring to suit individual homes and tastes. The style
and sophistication of these genuine natural designs creates
authenticity and character. Wicanders has been producing cork
flooring since 1868.
Tel: 01253 789 180

7

6 Providing designers and specifiers working in the high end
residential market with a bespoke felt-backed rug service, Lano’s
Joy collection of bespoke rugs is also ideal for retailers looking to
provide customers with a personalised shopping experience. Joy has
four styles and a wide array of sizes.
Tel: 00 800 5266 5266
7 The Crown Floors Loyalty Club awards retailers points for every
sqm of Crown Floors carpet sold. With regular points promotions on
selected ranges, retailers can quickly see their points balance rise
and choose rewards from theatre tickets to designer sunglasses, the
latest gadgets to food hampers and TVs to sports equipment.
Tel: 0800 077 3301
8 Floorwise is to rebrand its products, with greater emphasis on the
Floorwise name. Its underlay range is the first to be transformed
with greater prominence of the Floorwise name and the new
collection features nine overhauled qualities, including the 7mm
entry-level Floorwise Initio.
Tel: 01509 673 974
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9 Crafted from bleach-cleanable polypropylene for easy
maintenance, Stain Block Home Tiles from Balta Group has been
designed with busy homes in mind. In four designs and many
different colours, tiles can be mixed and matched to encourage
experimenting with contrasting textures.
Tel: 07973 194 252


NEW PRODUCTS
10 Wiemann’s entry level high gloss
Kaylee range is on special promotion
with attractive price points on fourpiece bundles or for retailers who can
commit to stocking five wardrobe
sets. Kaylee comes with a choice of
Alpine white, Virginia oak or
American walnut carcases, each
combined with either white or black
high gloss door and drawer fronts.
Tel: 01482 635 283

10

11

12

11 The Heritage collection of real
wood-topped cork flooring by
Granorte combines two high quality
natural materials to provide a unique
surface choice for residential
interiors. Delivering high style,
Heritage floors appeal to consumers
looking for an alternative to the
mainstream.
Tel: 01785 711 131
12 ‘The Quick-Step Academy’s
Master Installer course is one of the
most intensive, comprehensive and
rewarding programmes of its kind in
the UK,’ says Darren Robinson, QSA
training and development manager.
‘It is so important for fitters to stay
ahead of, and set themselves apart,
from the competition, and the
benefits that Master Installers offer
homeowners is a surefire way of
doing so.’
Visit: www.quick-stepacademy.co.uk
13 RAK Ceramics has added a
collection of contemporary mirrors –
Reflections 5, 6 and 8 with integral
music docking – to its RAKextra
accessories range. They have a high
gloss white flush edging detail and
demister pad. A single touch sensor
on/off switch – with white indicator
light – illuminates the edging detail,
as well as LED reflection lighting.
Tel: 01730 237 850

13
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14 QEP’s Vitrex Luxury Vinyl Flooring
woodplanks float over most existing
surfaces, so there are no added
installation costs. Available in light
oak and Richmond oak colours, Vitrex
Luxury Vinyl Flooring is a quality and
cost-effective DIY solution with a
15-year domestic use guarantee.
Tel: 01253 789 180


WHY CHOOSE GREENWOOD?
ASK OUR CLIENTS…
“I’ve learned a valuable lesson…”
“Having hired both the best known sales companies, I’ve learned a valuable lesson – which one is the
best! With Greenwood you just get a better job. It’s in the detail, the preparation, and the guys they
send to work in store are excellent. Most importantly, the results are better. The last Greenwood
event totally surpassed all expectations. I’d have been delighted with half the sales. Based on my
actual experience, I really can recommend Greenwood as the number one sales company.”
Neil Richardson, M.D. Hampton & McMurray, Glasgow.

DON’T HIRE A SALES PROMOTION COMPANY UNTIL
YOU’VE SPOKEN TO GREENWOOD…
There’s only one kind of advice worth paying for. If you’re going to employ a sales promotion
company, you’ll want to be sure to choose the best one. The only way to do that, is to ask the
opinion of those retailers who have previously employed more than one of the main firms. We can
provide long lists of them. And we are very happy for you to ask them, any questions at all.
Greenwood plan and organise, between 80 and 90 sales events every year for independent retailers
all over the UK and Ireland. This means that Greenwood has grown to become, Britain’s largest
and most experienced sales promotion specialist of its kind, since the company’s foundation in 2002.
A Great British Success Story.

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT GREENWOOD SALES...
Take a look at our website or call us now on 01625 521010, or, send an e mail enquiry, and we’ll
gladly call you to discuss the exciting possibilities we can offer you, without obligation.
We are now booking events right across the UK and Ireland for the rest of 2013 on a first come
first served basis.

Book your sales event early to guarantee exclusivity for your business. Buy British.

GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion
1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com
www.greenwoodretail.com

NEW PRODUCTS
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19
15 Produced by Formitalia Luxury Group
from the Aston Martin Interiors collection,
the VO13 leather sofa has aluminium legs
and cashmere or leather cushions with the
Aston Martin logo.
Visit: www.formitalia.it
16 Computers For Flooring presents
CARMAN: intuitive cloud-based management
software. Take control of every aspect of your
business: quotes, orders, payments, diary,
purchase orders and stock. From a one man
flooring business, to a multinational flooring
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retailer to a department store we have the
software solution for you.
Tel: 02920 48 78 25
17 Tarkett’s latest innovative range of
luxury vinyl tiles for the home is iD
Inspiration 70. The company has used its
years of experience developing LVTs for the
commercial sector to produce the range that
sits alongside its iD Selection 40 collection.
Tel: 01622 854 040
18 Taking inspiration from tailoring, the Hem

soft shell chair from Modus is a design
departure for PearsonLloyd, demonstrating
an economic use of materials and allowing
each part of the chair to be separated and
recycled at the end of its life.
Tel: 01460 258 590
19 Mini Divani will launch its 2013 range at
the Manchester Furniture Show on stand
A26. Prices for a 3+2 sofa set start from only
£499.95 with no minimum order and free
delivery.
Tel: 020 8133 2168

9
X MORE
BREATHABLE
THAN TRADITIONAL MEMORY FOAM MATTRESSES

Introducing the

Octaspring Memory Foam Mattress
Proven 9 times better airﬂow than traditional memory foam mattresses
for a cooler night’s sleep.
There are NO metal springs in an Octaspring mattress! Simply cradling
honeycomb Octasprings to support you like no other mattress.
We are recruiting innovative retailers NOW! Discover how Octaspring adds
excitement to your store and pounds to your bottom line. Our in-store set-up
includes an eye-catching display, interactive touch screen, sales training
and advertising support. We offer a 50% discount on ﬂoor models and fast
delivery of UK stock.
Join the successful UK retailers already featuring Octaspring today.

For more information:
Phone: 01628 819055 Email: jim.harrower@dormeo.co.uk

octaspring.co.uk

INSIDE:
Breathable honeycomb body-zoned
memory foam springs

Introducing our shiny new
collection....

T H E N E W M E TA

furnish your imagination
www.serenefurnishings.co.uk

The eagerly anticipated new Metal Collection is rich with innovative design and quality
craftsmanship. It’s a distinguished range that spans the price-points to present something
for every taste, pocket and home.
Aspects of modern and traditional design are clearly evident in our largest collection to date
WKDW RǋHUV PRUH FKRLFH LQ VL]H ǌQLVK DQG VW\OH WKDQ HYHU EHIRUH
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AL COLLECTION
For a copy of our
Metal Collection
brochure please call
our Sales Team on:
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Innovative design and quality
manufacturing,
all at exceptional value.

0121 505 0270
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HOME ENTERTAINMENT

Sit back
and enjoy
the view

Liberty is the latest model

Stressless offers home cinema style seating options
Legend, Space, Wave and Arion are contemporary models from
Stressless by Ekornes that can be used to create a home cinema
atmosphere with ease. All are available in leather and fabric
options with varying leg styles and trims, as two or threeseaters and single chairs.
They have reclining mechanisms and come as high or low
back options offering neck and back support. Using the Sector
Arm or Sector Unit, they can be linked home cinema style. And
for those wanting more flexibility in the lounge they can be
bought freestanding.
The armrests of the Sectors slide open for holding remote
controls for example. For restless feet, a range of double, single
and oval ottomans offer even more comfort and again provide
storage or table space.
The latest sofa design is Liberty which complements the
Voyager recliner, with a choice of two or three-seater sofa,
available with a high or low back. Liberty has the same padding
as Voyager and features stitching detail to the seat back. The
high back version also has an adjustable headrest.
Stressless by Ekornes has a rich heritage in comfort:
introduced in 1971 as the first recliner designed to meet the
body’s need for movement and support when seated. The
characteristic recliner was a revolution in comfort and
functionality, and soon became an international success.
Ekornes soon felt that a sofa should be just as comfortable as a
recliner and started to introduce sofas to match its range of
award winning recliners.
Visit: www.stressless.co.uk
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Legend has a choice of tables and ottomans

Space is available in medium and large

NEW MODEL
Stressless® Liberty

imagine comfort
London oﬃce: 0207 462 0440
www.stressless.co.uk

HOME ENTERTAINMENT

Complete the experience
A few extras are needed for your home entertainment
The new TV has arrived along with the
new upholstery for the completion of
your viewing and listening experience.
But you’ll still need a few extras.
Recreate that cinema feel with some
popcorn. A popcorn machine such as the
retro Cineplex 4oz from Drinkstuff.com
will give you a confectionery counter
good enough to rival your local
multiplex. It has a stainless steel food
zone, tempered glass panels, easy to
clean hard coat anodised aluminium
kettle and a built-in warming deck.
Of course, you’ll need something to
put the popcorn in, such as Gingerray’s
Pop Art Superhero boxes.
And where to put the popcorn box?
Why not a cushion laptop tray from Kico?
The 32cm x 56cm trays come in more
than 200 designs and can be
personalised with customer’s images. It is

large enough for a laptop and mouse.
To keep your wine or champagne cool
while you enjoy the film, try the silver
plated Top Hat wine cooler from Culinary
Concepts that can hold a standard sized
bottle. And if your viewing is interrupted
you can reseal the bottle with a Stag
Head bottle stopper from The
Contemporary Home.
If your tipple is something stronger,
you might need ice from the Brain Freeze
Skull ice bucket from The Kitchen Gift Co.
With a 1.6 litre capacity, a headful of ice
can be stored inside, along with small to
standard-sized bottles.
Visit: www.culinaryconcepts.co.uk
Visit: www.drinkstuff.com
Visit: www.gingerray.co.uk
Visit: www.kico-laptrays.co.uk
Visit: www.tch.net
Visit: www.thekitchengiftco.com

Clockwise from top left: Cineplex 4oz popcorn machine; Brain Freeze Skull
ice bucket; Pop Art Superhero boxes; Kico laptop tray; Top Hat wine cooler;
Stag Head bottle stopper
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LVT

Safety first
The benefits of LVT have been
combined with safety floor features

Polyflor has claimed a first with Expona
Control, combining the design benefits
of LVT with the performance of a HSE
compliant safety floor offering
sustainable wet slip resistance.
The 14-colour collection features wood
and stone designs and achieves the
required slip resistance with the inclusion
of aggregate throughout the wear layer.
It has been developed for use in areas
where there is a risk of spillage or
temporary surface water that could make
the floor unsafe. It offers the same slip
resistance specification as Polyflor’s
market leading Polysafe ranges.
Achieving 36+ in the pendulum wet test
and 20 microns of surface roughness, the
slip resistance is sustainable for the life of
the product.
Unlike traditional safety floors Expona
Control is complemented with a range of
inlay strips allowing for countless design
possibilities. Tiles and planks from the
wood and stone collections can also be
installed side by side to delineate rooms
and create zonal areas. The possible
combinations and floor design options
promote Expona Control as a more
creative concept allowing bespoke floors
to be created, while retaining the safety
aspect.
Meanwhile Moduleo has introduced
large 1,500mm x 245mm planks to its
Transform range.
‘Our new large planks create the
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Above: Polyflor’s
Expona Control
Right: Moduleo’s
Transform Jazz

illusion of greater space in any room
while adding to the natural appearance
of our LVT flooring. The size of these new
planks means that we don’t cut up the
grain and are therefore able to showcase
the authentic finish of our products,’ says
David Bigland, Moduleo UK md.
‘Our flooring is designed to remain as
true to its natural counterpart as possible,
but with none of the associated
drawbacks. Our new large planks provide

a striking finish and can create the
illusion of more space in an enclosed
area, as well as showcasing large open
areas of the home such as kitchens or
hallways.’
The large planks are available in the
Verdon Oak, Classic Oak, Baltic Maple and
Ethnic Wenge finishes and in both Click
and dryback installation.
Moduleo, tel: 01332 851 500
Polyflor, tel: 0161 767 2551

NEW

2/3/4

metre widths

IN STOCK

NOW

Inspiring interiors for modern living

NEW generation of luxury vinyl sheet ﬂooring
Available in 2, 3 and 4m widths
19dB Impact Sound Reduction
R10 slip resistance

www.polyflorathome.com

19dB

R10

2/3/4

metre widths

Featuring 26 stylish wood, stone and abstract designs
Loose Lay, so no additional adhesive costs
Polyﬂor PUR for polish-free maintenance
0.35mm wear layer, ideal for light commercial interiors

+44 (0) 161 767 2551

www.polyflor.com

LVT

Fast on the dance floor
Karndean’s latest LVT makes fitting quick and easy
Karndean LooseLay is a new format of
luxury vinyl flooring featuring a friction
grip backing that holds the product in
place. This removes the need for clicking
or locking and most installations do not
require glue.
The range includes seven woods and
four stones in 105cm x 25cm planks and
61cm x 50cm tiles and can be laid
straight over most existing hard floors. It
is 100% recyclable.
Karndean retail partner Jackson
Carpets of Chinley, Derbyshire, was

initially sceptical when it was to replace
the function room floor at Hyde Cricket
and Squash Club, Cheshire for its first
LooseLay installation. The subfloor
consisted of a concrete base with a
wooden tile over the top. It was flat and
level, so LooseLay was able to go straight
over the top of the old floor. By the end
of the day the 73sqm room was covered.
Graham Livsey, Jackson Carpets fitter,
was impressed: ‘I couldn’t believe no
preparation was required on the dance
floor. I would definitely fit it again and

have no hesitation in recommending the
product. The customer is so pleased with
the end result that they are looking at a
second installation in the club.’
Karndean has developed a POS
brochure for the range and a consumer
video that can be seen at
www.karndean.co.uk/looselay.
LooseLay has a 0.55mm wear layer and
is suitable for domestic and commercial
installations, with 15 and 12-year
guarantees respectively.
Karndean, tel: 01386 820 100

LooseLay was laid on this wooden floor

Hyde Cricket and Squash Club’s new LooseLay floor
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POS is available

Our New Brochure Is Worth It’s Weight In Gold.
Introducing the new Precious Metals
Collection.
Now is the perfect time to unveil this
premium range of bedsteads that presents
an eclectic revival of historic styles. It’s a
collection that breathes new life into the
modern day bedroom, successfully
combining aspects of the traditional and
contemporary with luxurious features.
Nine exquisite designs present beauty of
form and the finest materials shaped by the
hands of quality craftsman.

sal

0121 505 0270

@

es

Innovative design and quality
manufacturing, all at exceptional value.
www.serenefurnishings.co.uk

For a copy of our
Precious Metals brochure
please call our Sales Team
on:
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Immerse yourself in inspired design,
unbounded luxury and comfort.
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BEDS AND BEDROOM

Maximum
choice
Gainsborough’s concept allows
retailers to offer 5,000 options
from two showroom models
Since Gainsborough Sofa Beds unveiled its Sofa Bed
Choice concept in April, it has been warmly
greeted by retailers, with demand
outstripping expectations.
The initiative was launched at the AIS
upholstery show with retailers getting
behind the idea of maximum choice
from minimum floor placings.
‘We have always recognised the
pressure on retailers to maximise the
returns on their square footage and with
the ability for the consumer to design
their perfect sofabed, it really is good
for everybody,’ says Jerry Yates,
Gainsborough md.
The main attraction of Sofa Bed
Choice is the variety it offers consumers.
The combination of mechanism and mattress
dictates the comfort level, sit and feel of the sofabed
and this will remain consistent whichever arm shape
is selected from the four shapes available. This
means that from only two floor models featuring the
different mechanisms, the consumer can choose
their style with confidence. There is a choice of 15
fabric colours and nine optional scatter cushions
which allows over 5,000 possible combinations.
Many retailers, both at the AIS show and since,
have embraced the concept, according to Yates.
‘The reaction from many key retailers has been
extremely positive and it is encouraging that so
many have seen the benefits that this brings to
retailers and their customers. And it’s not just our
customer base that has taken on Sofa Bed Choice.
Many new retailers have signed up with initial orders
outstripping our preliminary expectations,’ he says.
‘Of course, the concept would be difficult to
promote if the retail price points were unrealistic.
We’ve worked throughout to manage this and the
feedback has been that the price points are
extremely reasonable for such an innovative
product. Many retailers have reported that this
concept gives plenty of opportunity to upgrade
customers to a higher specification product.’
Gainsborough, tel: 01225 779 132
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Consumers can select their
options online or in-store

SOFA BED CHOICE

From 2 ﬂoor models

4 arm shapes • 16 fabrics • 9 scatter cushions
4 mattresses • 2 mechanisms • 3 sizes • 2 feet colours

5,000+ combinations

Nouveau

Modern

Call Sales Ofﬁce on 01225 779132 for more information.
www.sofabedchoice.co.uk

Contemporary

Sofa Bed Choice will be supported in store
with a full swatch as well as eye catching
POS boards.

Art deco

We understand that retail ﬂoor space is at
a premium which is why we have developed
Sofa Bed Choice. From just 2 ﬂoor models
your customer can choose from over 5,000
permutations. Each arm shape is the same
trade price with mechanism and mattress
upgrades available.

BEDS AND BEDROOM

Headliner
It’s the detail that sets
Zanotta’s Legami apart
Most beds are visually alike in that they are rectangular, but Zanotta’s
Legami uses details on its headboard to set it apart.
The distinguishing feature, for which the bed is named (Legami is
Italian for ties), is the fabric headboard with its two leather bands.
A spokesman for Emaf Progetti, Zanotta’s in-house design studio
which created Legami, explains: ‘The headboard is characterised by
two cowhide belts which, in addition to their decorative function, are
also useful for holding small objects like a book, remote control or
mobile phone, so you can keep them within easy reach.’
The base also has three heights, which allows the user to change
the look or how the mattress sits, depending on its depth.
It has varnished chrome or black steel feet, with a steel frame and
varnished bent beech strips. The headboard and base have a
removable fabric or leather cover.
Visit: www.zanotta.it

The headboard has
two leather straps and
a removable cover,
while the base comes
in three heights
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Julian Bowen Limited
New Sleeping
Innovations

Optika Upholstered TV Bed,
Available in 4’6 or 5’0 sizes.
Also available with or
without fitted TV.
Bentinck House, Park Lane Business Park, Kirkby-in-Ashfield, Notts NG17 9LE
Tel: (01623) 727374 Fax: (01623) 754555 e-mail: sales@julian-bowen.co.uk www.julian-bowen.co.uk
All products are available on the Julian Bowen Gold Direct Home Delivery Service

BEDS AND BEDROOM

Delivering success
Optika TV bed

Julian Bowen’s
DHD Gold
service is
paying
dividends

The recently launched Optika TV Bed has
proved successful for Julian Bowen,
according to Emmett Lenaghan, Julian
Bowen commercial director.
Being the only company offering the
option of having the TV fitted and
delivered on its Gold DHD service, has
boosted sales of the bed which is
available in 135cm and 150cm sizes,
Lenaghan says. Gold DHD offers 7-10 day
delivery to a room of choice and a twoman option. Customers are booked in no
less than 48 hours beforehand and given
an AM or PM delivery slot.
Children’s furniture continues to be an
important part of the future for the
company as it looks to build on the
success of products such as the Cameo
sleepstation.
Additions include the Kimbo cabin bed
in two colour options – white and pink
and white and blue. The Scorpion Racer
bed has the option of duvet and pillow
covers to complete the offer.
A white only finish has been added to
the Domino bunkbed’s white and maple
finish.
Its adult offer has also been boosted
with a yet to be named solid oak
bedroom range. This comprehensive
collection of chests of drawers,
wardrobes and dressing table features
30mm chunky tops, solid oak door frame
construction and dovetail joints in the
construction of the drawers. It is finished
to replicate an oiled wax appearance.
This, and all Julian Bowen products, are
available with the Gold DHD service.
Julian Bowen, tel: 01623 727 374
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Kimbo cabin bed
in blue and white

Domino bunk bed in white

Ecodream Collection

Mid season sale promotion
4.6 Divan set @ £299.00

CELESTE 3000. Pocket
• 3000. Heat treated pocket unit. • Micro Quilted Design.
• 75mm Visco Memory Foam.

• Divan bases available in six colours.

• Ultra Soft Double Jersey Fabric.
• This is a non turn Hypo Allergenic mattress with a soft sumptuous feel.

Dreamland Beds UK Ltd.
Unit 4, Bertha Road
Greet, Tyseley
Birmingham B11 2NN
Telephone 0121 771 3663
Email: orders@dreamlandbeds.co.uk

DreamLand
Beds
www.healthiposture.co.uk

furnish your imagination.
www.serenefurnishings.co.uk

R EVEL

IN

V ICTORIAN

STYLE

Ethan has the romantic appeal of Victorian design, with
beautiful detailing and craftsmanship of the highest order.
Hand-poured castings, a sweeping top rail and sturdy
bedposts combine in opulent fashion, with a choice of four
nostalgic finishes sealing the look. Available as a bedstead
and headboard, in one of four sizes (4’, 4’ 6”, 5’and 6’).
This charming bedstead has two base heights (14” and 17”)
for optimum comfort.

To reserve
your copy of our new
Precious Metals brochure
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Innovative design and quality
manufacturing,
all at exceptional value.
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LIVING AND DINING

Artigo

Modern match
Gautier’s new modular collections offer many options
‘The perfect blend of subtlety and pure elegance,’ is how Martyn
Lincoln, Gautier UK md, describes the French manufacturer’s
Artigo living room collection.
It is available in two finishes: smoked walnut to give rooms a
retro look, or light oak, for a bright, modern feel. Finishes are
subtle and stylish with on-trend metal handles and feet.
‘Artigo’s main feature is undoubtedly its modular elements:
the column units can be mounted on the wall for a minimalist
look or left freestanding for a plusher feel. Artigo is resolutely
modern, with a sleek yet warm design,’ he says.
Preface
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Each element can be combined with, complemented by, and
adjusted to fit the rest of the collection.
The collection has been joined by Preface, a range of modern
bookshelves and storage solutions.
‘Perfect for every room in the home, Preface has been
designed to optimise and enhance the space,’ says Lincoln.
Again, modular, it comes in five finishes – white, grey oak,
smoked walnut, natural oak, and sierra oak. Preface is designed
to make customising an interior need easy. It also subtly plays
on heights, materials and colours. The refined vertical and
horizontal lines interact with the storage
cubes’ volumes. These small modules are
adorned with this season’s star colours –
Cognac, Midnight Blue, Curry and Ruby –
and add a touch of originality to the set.
‘This surprising, deconstructed treeshaped bookcase adds personality and
originality to a storage collection with
character. Whether under a sloped
ceiling, under stairs, along a wall or as a
room divider, Preface has a configuration
or feature to fulfil that desire,’ says
Lincoln.
Preface can be a storage solution for
the entire home. Backs of the bookcases
can be removed individually to allow a
wall feature to shine through or the unit
can be used as a room divider. It is
available from mid-August.
Gautier, tel: 01727 877 977

Shaping
the past
and present

1925 DAYBED: DR LOSSEN & CO

LIVING AND DINING

Above: Daybed and
side table taken in
1925
Left: Today’s Daybed
Below: Fortyforty
side tables

Design critic Markus Frenzl examines the work of Ferdinand Kramer
When Ferdinand Kramer had the much too narrow neobaroque entrance portal of the Johann Wolfgang Goethe
University in Frankfurt replaced by a large, glazed entrance
area, he caused a sensation during the post-war era.
However, with this programmatic intervention, the
architect, who also spent the Nazi era in emigration, wanted
to set a symbol for a democratic new beginning and the
societal opening of the university. He designed 23 university
buildings with his team; however, he also
designed all of the interior fixtures and furniture,
even the inscription of the new buildings.
He thus tied his work in with the 1920s, during
which, under Ernst May, he developed groundbreaking furniture designs and everyday objects
for the housing projects of the ‘New Frankfurt’.
At that time, his adaptable pieces of
furniture, steel frames and plywood
doors, door and window handles,
windowsills, seat bathtubs and
lights made good and durable
design affordable even for those
on a low income.
Today, due to his socially
oriented works, Kramer is
regarded as one of the most
significant architects and
designers from the early period of
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modernism and post-war modernism. His designs represent
many values, which have only been rediscovered in
architecture and design in recent years: social relevance,
enduring design, durability, adaptability, intelligent use of
materials, functionality, practicality and elegance.
Kramer‘s diverse furniture designs are evident from his
various periods of creation. The furniture and objects he
developed for the housing projects of the New Frankfurt
beginning in 1925 were precisely-manufactured, highlymodern, functional, durable, simple and clear everyday
goods which were affordable for everyone. Designs such as
the Knock-down furniture, which he conceived during his
exile in New York, reflect his confrontation with a new world.
Although they charm in a more playful and striking way
than most of his Frankfurt designs, they are also consistently
characterised by their intelligent use of material and
flexibility.
Ultimately, the
designs he
created
beginning in
1952 for the
lecture halls,
Mensa building,
library, offices
and lecturer
flats in 

individuality in its
most beautiful form
AVAILABLE FEATURES:
•
Schnepel multimedia S1 TV cabinets bring
together the very essence of quality, design
and technology. If their sleek, beautiful design
doesn’t win you over immediately, then the
abundance of features to personalise it will.
Website: www.schnepel.com
Telephone Enquiries: 01604 652 832
Email: info@demagio.com

TV LIFT FUNCTION
Enables your screen to vanish inside the
cabinet via remote control.

•

LED LIGHTING
Tactile mood lighting which can be
controlled by touch.

•

INTEGRATED AUDIO
Fabric-covered front panels & integrated
iPhone docks. Heard but not seen.

•

MULTIPLE FINISH COMBINATIONS
Completely personalise your unit with
four cabinets body finishes and eight
front panel finishes to choose from.

Showroom in Northampton, call for appointment

Suite 416, KG Business Centre, Kingsfield Way, Dallington, Northampton NN5 7QS

LIVING AND DINING
Frankfurt appear at first glance to be purely rational and
oriented towards the practical needs of post-war Germany.
Nevertheless, they also consistently serve as evidence of
Kramer‘s sense of balanced proportions and intelligent use of
materials, which result in elegant shapes.
Kramer‘s designs are still capable of fascinating their
onlookers today as a result of radical modernity and absolute
simplicity, which never seems clumsy or banal but instead is
always characterised by a special balance of dimensions and
proportions, carefully selected materials and especially their
durability and practicality.

They are designs free of large gestures or showy effects which
can therefore particularly impress their beholders and become
their long-term companions. They are distinctive
representations of their time and reflect influences from various
design and art-related areas. Furniture and architecture enter
into close dialogue and mutually influence each other.
Similar to no other designer from the period of modernism,
Kramer represents many values, which are also applicable to the
individual philosophy and aesthetic approach of e15. The first
collection of re-editions from e15 is also homage to the
impressive work of one of the most consistent


Ferdinand Kramer

Above: Frankfurt table and Houdini chair
Below: Alden table and Houdini chair
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1898: Born in Frankfurt
1916: Began studying
architecture in Munich.
1919: Attended the
Bauhaus in Weimar but
left after a few months
due to being
disappointed with the
lack of regular
architecture training.
1922: Completes his
studies at the Technical University of Munich and
designed small furniture pieces and other everyday
items.
1925: Works under Ernst May at the Statistisches
Hochbauamt (Urban Local Planning Authority) of
Frankfurt where he designed furniture and everyday
items for the housing projects of the New Frankfurt
and where he was also involved in planning the
balcony-access houses of the Westhausen project.
Alongside this, he also designed furniture for Thonet.
1930: Works as a freelance. Because of the modernity
of his designs and the Jewish heritage of his wife
Beate, he is barred from the Reichskammer der
bildenden Künste (the Third Reich’s Imperial
Chamber of Fine Arts) and banned from carrying out
his profession.
1938: Follows his wife to the USA, where he worked
in various architecture and design offices before he
was licensed as an architect in 1940. Kramer worked
mainly as a designer in New York: he developed
progressive goods presentation systems for shopping
centres, a transportable electric mini kitchen, his
successful DIY Knock-down furniture, as well as his
famous disposable umbrella, Rainbelle.
1952: Returns to Frankfurt as the building director of
the Johann Wolfgang Goethe University, where he
planned the university buildings to the smallest
detail of the interior and thus shaped the appearance
of the Frankfurt University.
1961: Marries his second wife, Lore, with whom he
has three children.
1985: Dies in Frankfurt.

KETTLE INTERIORS
G O O D AT S E L L I N G F U R N I T U R E !

Reasons to come to Manchester...
EW NEW

NEW NEW NEW

See the stunning
new Victorian Petite
collection at the
Manchester Furniture
Show on Stand A58

NEW NEW NEW

N
NEW NEW

NEW NEW NEW NEW

EXTENDING TABLES
Rutland 22 1.8m Ext Dining Table
WAS £266.00 NOW £159.99 SAVE 40%

Hampton 1.3m Ext Dining Table
WAS £259.99 NOW £125.00 SAVE 52%

Hampton 1.8m Ext Dining Table
WAS £305.00 NOW £159.99 SAVE 48%

Farmhouse 1.8m Ext Dining Table
WAS £315.00 NOW £165.00 SAVE 48%

Highgrove Bedroom

*Terms & conditions apply

Dressing Table, Stool, Trinket Mirror,
3’ Bed, 4’6 Bed, Mirror

Regency
5 Drawer Chest
7 Drawer Multi-Chest
Mirror & Rectangular Mirror
Triple Wardrobe
4’6 or 5’ Bed

JUST £699.99*
SAVING 39%
*Terms & conditions apply

Save up to 27%
on Victorian
prices with
Victorian Petite!
NEW NEW NEW NEW

Hampton inc. 2 of everything!
2 Door 3 Drawer Sideboard, Telephone
Table, Corner Cabinet, Low TV Unit, Mirror

JUST £699.99*
SAVING 41%
*Terms & conditions apply

01536 444960
sales@kettleinteriors.co.uk
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Ju 8
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*Terms & conditions apply

NEW NEW NEW

SAVING 37%

NEW NEW NEW

JUST £449.99*

EW NEW

N
NEW NEW
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LIVING AND DINING
Right: Karnak chair and
Aswan stool
Far right: Calvert coffee
tables
Below: Sloane table and
Karnak chair
Bottom: Beate and
Ferdinand Kramer
pictured in US magazine
Look in 1951

designers during the period of
modernism.
Objects have been
selected from Kramer‘s
extensive works for the
e15 Ferdinand Kramer
collection which may
serve as particularly
distinctive and successful
examples of his
respective period of
creation. The woven furniture he designed
for New Frankfurt in 1925 represents the search for shapes
which are discreet, fit for everyday use and captivate once more
today as a result of their elegant simplicity.
The Alden table designed in 1942 in accordance with the
Knock-down connector system originates from Kramer‘s
creation period in the USA. It is now being reissued by e15 in
various dimensions as a dining table.
Adaptable and diversely applicable coffee tables created in
1951 are also part of the Knock-down furniture which was very
successful during its initial production in the USA.
The wardrobe from approximately 1952 and the metal table
from 1959, he designed for the university buildings, are
evidence of how important balanced proportions are for the
perception of a design. Despite their simplicity, they convey
balance and elegance in all of their details.
The various objects from the Ferdinand Kramer collection
thus represent an overview of the various creative phases and
showcase the great design diversity of one of the most
significant architects of the 20th century.
As three of Kramer‘s reissued furniture designs still only exist
on photographs or as drawings, their designs were
constructively reworked with caution and adapted to
contemporary manufacturing techniques to guarantee
maximum identicalness to the originals.
‘Ferdinand would have been delighted to know that after
more than 50 years some of his furniture is being reproduced
by e15 and that they can be used once again,’ adds Lore Kramer,
his second wife.
Visit: www.e15.com
www.ferdinand-kramer.org
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Beijing Massage Recliner in Cafe Latte and Chocolate

The Beijing massage chair is a traditional style recliner with a panelled seat back and star shaped base. Available in
a supple chocolate and cafe latte faux leather, it's the perfect addition to any home interior. With its easy to use
massage function this model gives you complete control over every aspect of your massage, offering ultimate
relaxation.
The massage feature on the handset offers 5 different choices, on 4 areas of the body and has a timer control.
Please call us for more details.

Call us on 01291 645080

Email us: sales@gfa.uk.com

GLOBAL FURNITURE ALLIANCE LTD
Unit 2 Severn Link Distribution Centre
Newhouse Farm Industrial Estate
Chepstow
Monmouthshire

Visit our website: www.gfa.uk.com

VINYL

In the
picture
Two leading players have
invested in retailer support
Extensive lifestyle photography features in both Polyflor and
IVC marketing to promote their vinyl collections.
Polyflor’s 84-page brochure promotes its first multi-width
vinyl sheet flooring range: Secura. The collection of 26 colours is
available in 2m, 3m and 4m widths and features a 0.35mm wear
layer and R10 slip resistance.
‘Secura broadens our offering to the sector comprising both
modern and traditional vinyl designs in a multi-width sheet
form,’ says Tom Rollo, Polyflor marketing manager. ‘We have
once again invested heavily in stunning installation
photography to truly showcase the Secura range’.
Consumers can also see the photography at
www.polyflorathome.com and request product samples and
brochures. Swatch books and exclusive swatch stands have
been developed for retailers.
‘The incorporation of Polyflor’s unique polyurethane
reinforcement allows for a polish-free ongoing maintenance
programme, while the addition of a soft-backed layer provides

Avenue’s Ultimate Design Deauville
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Polyflor’s Secura Black Walnut

comfort underfoot plus 19dB of impact sound reduction,’
Rollo adds.
A leading consumer magazine photographer and stylist was
employed to create IVC’s lifestyle photography for its Leoline
and Avenue brands.
‘It is vital that we support our retailers by driving traffic into
their stores and these fantastic shots will help to gain valuable
coverage in the leading interiors magazines,’ says Victoria
Hemelaer, Leoline and Avenue product manager.
IVC, tel: 0800 032 3970
Polyflor, tel: 0161 767 1111

Leoline’s Super Comfortz Nepal

Manchester Furniture
Show guide

Wade Upholstery’s
Radley and Harvey

Manchester Furniture Show

SHOW GUIDE

The grand tour
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Highlights of the Manchester Furniture Show
Two swivel tub chairs will be among
Seconique’s launches as it extends its
upholstery range.
Austin has a chrome base and is
available in a choice of three colours
while Oscar has an Expresso brown faux
Leather base that matches the seat.
It will also introduce Melba to its faux
leather bed range along with the
Tuscany sleigh bed with two drawers,
and Chester, a traditional pinched
design that is available as high or low
footend.
Due to the success of its children’s
bedroom offer it is launching several
beds including the Pirate and Princess
study bunks, while Nova now comes in
four colours.
The Wexford oak veneer dining tables

Seconique’s Oscar

with walnut inlay matches the extensive
range of G chairs, and is one of the many
dining sets being launched.
Over the years Seconique has
endeavoured to offer something for
every home with its wide range of dining

set styles and sizes and this continues
with the latest Vienna and Abbey.
This month will also see the launch of
its latest catalogue along with several
show offers.
Seconique, tel: 0121 506 4888


Manchester Furniture Show

SHOW GUIDE

FAST FACTS

Manchester Furniture Show
Manchester Central
14-17 July 2013
www.manchesterfurnitureshow.com

Bright’s recycled furniture

Con-tempo’s Lusso

Chinese village art on the furniture.
Con-tempo’s new Lusso bedroom
range takes its name from the Italian
word for luxury. It comes in five colours
and features metal handles.
Stil-Furniture will make its show debut,
showing contemporary occasional

Bright, created by two fashion
designers from Hong Kong, will debut
contemporary yet classic Chinese
furniture made from recycled wood and
antique furniture sourced from rural
villages throughout China. They work
with local artists by applying authentic

DB
MIRRORS

Call to book an
appointment
Contact
Dave Butler
on
07715 690 267

furniture which combines Scandinavian
style with functional design such as
concealed laptop and tablet computer
workstations.
Bright, email: wandajwt@gmail.com
Con-tempo, tel: 01985 212 117
Stil, tel: 01443 758 018

on tempo manufacturing

“We design it...we make it...we sell it”
MANCHESTER FURNITURE SHOW | CENTRAL HALL STAND A12

New Mirrors & Pictures
now available
• Mirrors •
• Mirror framed artwork •
• Art Nouveau mirrors •
See us on our new stand –
D69 at The Manchester
Furniture Show

CRUSADER PARK, WARMINSTER, WILTSHIRE, BA12 8SP
01985 212117 | SALES@CON-TEMPO.COM
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www.cavendish-upholstery.co.uk

Coniston

Come and visit us at

Rio

Stand C48

Sales and Marketing Director
Email: mark.mccann@cavendish-upholstery.co.uk
Visit our website at Cavendish-Upholstery.co.uk

Office: 01257 277 664
Mobile: 07718 577027

Manchester Furniture Show

SHOW GUIDE

Above and left: Elementi

A flying start
Kingstown Furniture will show the latest designs from its
Kingstown and KT brands.
‘We’re doing well on both Kingstown and KT sales. I visit our
customers’ stores regularly and we’re definitely finding that the
people that are actually going into the stores are purchasing –
they’re serious customers that you’re seeing out there and
business is good,’ says Sean Frost-Palmer, Kingstown Furniture
sales director.
The Elementi Collection was launched at Interiors UK in
January. It has acrylic frontals produced with state of the art
manufacturing techniques, says Frost-Palmer.
It is available in five finishes: pearlescent Magnolia,
Black Metallic, Aqua, Brilliant White and an all-over Swiss Elm
option.
The contemporary collection features soft close doors,
elegant chrome finish metal handles and overhead LED lighting
to the wardrobes as standard.
Elementi also offers a comprehensive collection of storage
units with feature pieces such as the Continental bed with
upholstered pad and side units featuring LED lights.
‘We also launched Holme at the NEC and it has got off to a
flying start. It’s available in bedroom and lounge collections and
in two finishes, oak and oak and vanilla,’ he says.
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White and graphite finishes from KT Furniture

KT Furniture was also introduced at the show, with over 400
options to choose from. Based around four carcase colour
options and a selection of wood grained and PVC colours, the
four collections have been designed with different tastes and
budgets in mind.
Kingstown, tel: 01482 701 173
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Introducing
the New Elementi
Collection.
High quality acrylic frontals
and state of the art
manufacturing techniques
combine to bring the
new Elementi collection
from Kingstown.
Available in 5 ﬁnishes – a stunning
pearlescent Magnolia, Black
Metallic, a breathtaking Aqua
and a Brilliant White, along with
an all over Swiss Elm option.

This contemporary collection
features soft-close doors, elegant
chrome ﬁnish metal handles and
overhead LED lighting to the
wardrobes as standard.
Elementi offers a comprehensive
collection of storage units with
stunning feature pieces such as the
Continental bed with generous
upholstered pad and side units
featuring LED lights.

Kingstown Furniture
Victoria House, Leads Road, Hull HU7 0BZ.
Telephone (01482) 701173 or 0844 880 5100
Facsimile (01482) 706248.
www.kingstown.co.uk

ELEMENTI
COLLECTION

Manchester Furniture Show

SHOW GUIDE

Westbury

Grosvenor

A new leaf
Wood Bros’ new Folio division will make its show debut at
Manchester, focusing on the core of the cabinet market and
featuring a diverse mix of lifestyle furniture collections.
‘Having had the opportunity of reviewing the cabinet market,
I felt there was an opportunity for well-priced British designed
cabinet collections that offered a great value proposition but
also having quality and service as key business drivers,’ says
Matt Hartley, Folio general manager.
The offer is available to retailers of all sizes, he says.
Folio’s launch collections – Langham, Grosvenor and
Westbury – cover dining, living room and home entertainment.
Westbury will be unveiled at the show and comes in two
finishes, natural ash and cream painted. It is well scaled
making it versatile within British homes irrespective of room
size with three dining tables, storage and occasional pieces,
says Hartley.
Langham is a robust range made in natural oak featuring a
distinctive dowel detail on each piece. The collection includes a
dining table, two sideboards, wine rack and a variety of
occasional designs.
Grosvenor is an oak collection featuring simple tapered legs
and chamfered top detailing. It comprises a dining table,
sideboard, occasional and entertainment pieces.
There are a variety of chair options to complement the three
ranges, from fully upholstered to loose cover or wooden slatted.
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Langham

‘The collections provide a wide level of choice for the
consumer and offer a number of exciting solutions for many
rooms in the home,’ adds Hartley.
Wood Bros, tel: 01920 443 555

'Feel at home...
with Folio'
Folio Furniture designs and
manufactures contemporary and
lifestyle furniture that practically
meets the aspirations of todays
customer.
Functionality and appropriate sizing
makes the variety of designs both
appealing and desirable as well as
offering exciting solutions for many
rooms in the home.

Come and visit us and find out what
makes us different at Manchester!
Stand A11

f

oliofurniture

Wood Bros (Furniture) Ltd.
Marsh Lane, Off London Road,
Ware, Hertfordshire, SG12 9QH
Tel: 01920 443 555
Fax: 01920 443 553
Email: customerservices@foliofurniture.co.uk

Manchester Furniture Show

SHOW GUIDE
Padstow chair

Six of the best
Lebus Upholstery is exhibiting at its customary location in the
Wyvern and Trafford suites in the Midland Crowne Plaza Hotel
opposite Manchester Central.
‘This year’s collection pushes even further on with the highly
successful product launch from Interiors UK in January.
Ambitious design with exceptional value will be the emphasis
for the show with the introduction of six ranges, along with
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twists on existing proven models,’ says Karl Walker, Lebus md.
‘This probably represents one of our strongest collections for
some considerable time. We believe our stockists will not only
be delighted by the highly commercial offer, but also with the
aggressive pricing structure we have adopted to ensure
business is maximised during the back-end of the year.’
Lebus Upholstery, tel: 01724 281 381

Exhibiting at the Midland Hotel
Peter Street, Manchester, M60 2DS
in the Trafford and Wyvern Suites 14th July - 17th July

Manchester Furniture Show

SHOW GUIDE
Left: Emilia
Below: Bolero
Bottom: Vertigo

The next chapter
‘The Manchester Furniture Show will herald the next chapter for
New Trend Concepts, with some fantastic new designs along
with some old favourites in stunning newly developed leathers,’
says Giuseppe Castellano, New Trend Concepts general manager.
Visitors can expect new products, offers and initiatives from a
company that, despite the renowned high levels of comfort on
offer, refuses to sit still, he says.
‘The quality that makes New Trend Concepts so unique is not
simply the vast choice of models available in its range, but the
freedom with which consumers can create a perfect seating
solution to meet their own needs,’ he adds.
The Adapta concept offers a tailor made solution to meet the
exact needs of customers who can select from a large number
of options:
● a large choice of the best quality Italian leathers;
● British designed fabrics;
● different size and multiple sofa options;
● a variety of corner units to be built, at the customer’s choice,
on a square, round or octagonal corner;
● different types of sectionals with normal or maxi chaise
longues and sofabeds;
● reclining actions;
● smooth or quilted cushions; and
● a variety of special stitching.
The show will also see the launch of a set of seven high back,
models made in 100% semi-aniline Italian leathers – a collection
specifically designed for the British market.
‘With an unsurpassed comfort and durability that only the
double sprung seat and the high back can offer, with a very
aggressive price offered on full semi-aniline leather covers, and
guaranteed four weeks delivery from Italy, the collection has all
the right features to fly off the showroom floors and therefore
support independent retailers,’ says Castellano.
New Trend, tel: 00 39 335 621 3360
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Please visit our stand and be inspired
by our new collection
Hand-made in Italy
Delivered within 4 weeks

MANCHESTER FURNITURE SHOW
14th - 17th PG +VMZ  t 4UBOE $

Offices and Showroom:
44  t ,N  $POUSBEB 1FTDBSJFMMP $1 
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Clockwise from
top left: Padstow;
Zephir; Las Vegas;
Manhattan;
Panama

Debut time
Wholesaler Ideal Products has expanded its range in recent
years so that it now numbers more than 150 lines, all stocked at
its Wolverhampton warehouse.
Its products cover a number of categories including
bedroom, lounge, storage, and statement upholstery pieces
such as tub and occasional chairs. Following three successful
years at Interiors UK, Ideal decided this year is the perfect time
to show at Manchester, with its more intimate feel, ensuring
more quality time can be spent with retail buyers.
‘High service levels and friendly staff have been a big factor in
our recent success, along with a policy of working closely with
buyers to meet the needs and aspirations of their business,’ says
an Ideal spokesman.
‘Whether it has been sourcing new products exclusively for
them or supplying daily inventory feeds to online traders and
multichannel retail partners, we have tailored our offer to be as
flexible as possible.’
He says the show will allow it to showcase its commercially
successful ranges to a wider audience and at the same time
launch a range of smart TV units, including Zephir, ready for the
autumn/winter period.
Ideal, tel: 01902 456 457
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It is in passion where
we find our finest moments.

The measure of life is not in its possessions;
what matters is a sense of accomplishment
It resides in-between the vision and creation –
in the time taken between expression and distinction.
It reveals itself through a restless passion
to pursue beauty and perfection,
not to be noticed, but to be remembered.
Life is what we make of it.
Live with pride.
Corium Italia
A proud tradition from Tuscany.

HTL (UK) Ltd
Unit M, Metro Business Park, Clough Street, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent, ST1 4AF
Tel: 01782 406666 • Fax: 01782 406677 • Email: sales@htluk.com

The Manchester Furniture Show 14-17 July

SHOW GUIDE

Manchester Furniture Show 2013
Manchester Central, Manchester
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HTL At Home

EXHIBITION GUIDE

FAST FACTS
HTL At Home
Stoke-on-Trent
15-19 July 2013
Tel: 01782 406 666

100 models will be on show

Open house

Domicil’s Cello

The At Home show covers 15,000sqft
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HTL’s At Home show, at its Stoke-on-Trent showroom later this
month, will feature 100 models from its HTL, Corium Italia and
Domicil brands.
The 15-19 July event will see a mix of new designs, recent
introductions and well-established models at the 15,000sqft
showroom.
Mark Flint, HTL UK md says the At Home show format allows
customers to see a wider range of products than would be
possible at an external trade show event.
‘The timing of the show also means that buyers can combine
a visit to HTL together with the Manchester Furniture Show,’ he
says.
‘This year visitors will be able to take a closer look at Corium
Italia’s wide selection of high quality modern Italian designer
sofas that are both functional and stylish,’ he says.
All Corium Italia sofas are handcrafted in Tuscany and are
complemented by an extensive range of marketing support
materials to assist with in-store presentation.
The purpose built Domicil gallery offers retailers ideas of how
to create an inspirational leather gallery. Domicil’s many designs
are crafted from luxurious grades of leather and, like Corium, is
available with a choice of marketing support materials to create
an in-store gallery.
‘HTL will have what will arguably be its strongest line up of
commercial and affordable designs on display to date. So
whether you are looking for static, motion, or corner groups, in
a choice of contemporary or transitional designs, there will be
lots to choose from to suit every taste,’ adds Flint.
HTL, tel: 01782 406 666
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AM UK
24 Lintot Square, Fairbank Road,
Southwater, West Sussex RH13 9LA
Phone 01403-734999
Fax
01403-734888
info@am-uk.eu

BIFE-SIM
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FAST FACTS
BIFE-SIM
Romexpo Exhibition
Centre, Bucharest, Romania
17-21 September 2013
www.bife-sim.ro

Some 25,000 visitors are expected

Merging of interests
The BIFE-SIM exhibition combines BIFE and SIM, two of
Romania’s main furniture trade shows. It is divided into six
sectors: Classic, Design, Comfort, Kitchen, Accessories and
Materials and Equipment and Machinery. The 17-21 September
show takes place at the Romexpo Exhibition Centre in
Bucharest and covers 30,000sqm.
Other events during the exhibition include: the Furniture
Forum international conference; Innovation Tour, highlighting
the products of tomorrow; Designers Say – with interior
designers offering advice; creative workshops; and the National
Design Competition.
BIFE-SIM is preceded by a series of conferences. Each event
will be attended by ministers and representatives of the

Pre-registration is open for the event which will feature a series of conferences
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Romanian government, industry specialists and representatives
of leading companies, specialised academics and designers.
Romania is a major furniture exporter, with the production of
solid wood furniture – mainly oak, chestnut, cherry, beech,
maple and ash – a long tradition.
BIFE-SIM is organised by Romexpo and the Romanian
Furniture Manufacturers’ Association, Romanian Chambers of
Commerce and Industry and Euroexpo.
The event will bring together the entire Romanian furniture
industry – finished wood products, raw materials, auxiliary
materials and accessories, furnishings and wood processing
equipment – and also foreign producers and importers.
Visit: www.bife-sim.ro

Buying Groups’ National Flooring Show

EXHIBITION GUIDE
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FAST FACTS
Buying Groups’ National
Flooring Show
Cranmore Park, Solihull,
West Midlands
www.bgnfs.co.uk

Kenton’s Vitesse Country Oak

Ultimate Rug Company’s Floral Art

Making
introductions
Kenton Flooring showed its Vusta Vitesse LVT collection that uses a
magnetic underlay to create a floating floor that can be quickly installed
and removed.
Lano showcased its Grandeur carpet, made from 100% Perlana fibre
produced from recycled plastic bottles. It is available in 14 tones in 4m and
5m widths.
Mohawk introduced the Discovery, Endeavour, Shooting Star, Canyon
and Grand Canyon EverStrand carpets as roll ranges and highlighted the
Ultimate SmartStrand display, housing the entire SmartStrand collection,
including the latest textured offerings Dramatic Flair and Cascade Forest.
Regency presented its Carefree marketing initiative showcasing its
polypropylene ranges, with a DVD presentation incorporated into either a
lectern or wall unit. Opulence, a 60oz two-ply twist in
20 colours and neutrals available in 4m and 5m
widths, was introduced. It is only available to
retailers that have the Opulence display
stand. Regency produces more than
500,000sqm of carpet a week.
Ultimate Rug Company
introduced its latest Floral Art
and Cobblestone designs.
Vorwerk highlighted the
four Universal Gloss,
Balanced Pureness,
Private Treasures and
Design Unlimited ranges
of its Fascination
Collection, which offers
417 variations and is
supported by a sampling
Regency
card
stand.
Carpets’
Opulence lectern
Visit: www.bgnfs.co.uk
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Victoria Carpets’ Rustic Jewels

Flock’s Braunes

Products: Fifty One Percent, Evans Lichﬁeld, RJB Stone, Miss Etoile, The Satchville Gift Company, Malini

RIGHT TIME, ON TREND, IN STOCK

THE LATEST PRODUCTS AND TRENDS FROM
1,600 EXHIBITORS, ACROSS 11 SHOW SECTORS
1–4 SEPTEMBER 2013, NEC BIRMINGHAM, UK
REGISTER TODAY FOR FREE ENTRY, USING CODE AF40
AUTUMNFAIR.COM/REGISTER

TECHNOLOGY

Keeping track
through Cloud
Software designed to make life easier for retailers
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Retailers can update modules as their needs change

It also cuts down on ‘chasing’ phone
calls. When an order is ready to be
shipped the customer gets a text, telling
them their order is ready to be delivered
and inviting them to call to arrange a
delivery at a time to suit them.
In marketing terms, this is a pull
situation, putting the customer first,
letting them know you care and
providing opportunities for additional
sales, he explains. It also removes the
many issues that hold everything up in
even the best run warehouse as there’s

no tying cash up for days, or weeks, in
sold but as yet unpaid for stock.
‘Your customer is happy. You get your
money quicker. You also have the
opportunity to earn early settlement
discounts from your own supplier. With
this dedicated tracking system to make
your customer’s life easier, a simple text
and the backing of Cloud-based
software, it can really put a rocket in your
cashflow,’ adds Smith.
Visit: www.maynetechnology.co.uk
Visit: www.retailsystem.com

Customers receive a text inviting them to arrange delivery times with the retailer

APPLE

Mayne Computer Technology’s Mosaic
system can be used by all types and sizes
of carpet and flooring companies, from
independent retailers through multibranch retailers and distributors, up to
multinational manufacturers.
The Windows-based system allows
users to choose the modules they
require, both initially and in the future as
the requirements of the business change.
These include estimating and planning,
sales order processing, stock
management, sales and purchase ledger,
complaints, fitters’ diary, management
information, samples, electronic data
interchange, warehouse automation,
product catalogue, online sales and
touchscreen order entry.
Mayne’s latest offerings include a POS
module for retailers which covers all the
daily functions such as checking stock,
raising orders, printing quotes and
invoices, processing payments and
arranging fitting.
This and the full Mosaic system is now
available to run Cloud-based with a small
deposit and a monthly fee, enabling
retailers to enjoy all the benefits without
software downloads or costly installation
charges. Full support is included.
A Customer Relations Management
module allows management of the
customer interface from initial contact
through to sales.
Retailsystem.com is also highlighting
Cloud usage. Its Online Order Tracking
facility means consumers can track
exactly where their order has got to in
the supply chain using the retailer’s
website.
Stephen Smith, Retailsystem.com ceo,
says: ‘Customers like this so it not only
helps you to build that critical long term
relationship with them but also gives the
retailer the opportunity to expose them
to further purchases, deals, or special
discounts for accessories or add-ons.’

Head Office

Multi-channel retailing without compromise

Create products for both online and branch, just once

Process customer special orders

Online
Auto replenish on suppliers or warehouse

In-Store

DĂŶĂŐĞƉƌŝĐŝŶŐĂŶĚƉƌŽŵŽƟŽŶƐ

Control stock online, in branch and in the warehouse
dŽůĞĂƌŶŚŽǁĂĨƵůůǇŝŶƚĞŐƌĂƚĞĚ͕ŵƵůƟͲĐŚĂŶŶĞůƐŽůƵƟŽŶǁŝůůƐĂǀĞǇŽƵƟŵĞĂŶĚŵŽŶĞǇ
Visit us at THE MANCHESTER FURNITURE SHOW - Stand A60
Telephone 02392 248 569 or Email chris@swanretail.co.uk

Is your company

Best in
Class?

Happy Customers
&
Better Business

W Bed Supplier of the Year
W Bed Manufacturer of the Year
W Independent Bed Retailer of the Year
W Multiple Bed Retailer of the Year
W Bed E-tailer of the Year
If you think it is then call now on
0845 055 6406 / 01756 799950 for an
entry pack or complete your entry
online at www.bedshow.co.uk

National Bed Federation, High Corn Mill, Chapel Hill, Skipton, BD23 1NL • Tel: 0845 055 6406 • www.bedfed.org.uk

TECHNOLOGY

Covering
all options
‘Keep calm and carry on – we’ve all seen this popular slogan
re-emerge recently. I suspect many retailers in the furniture and
department store sectors are telling themselves this on a daily
basis as they deal with systems which are splitting at the seams,’
says Dave Thompson, Swan Retail director.
There are many reasons why retailers put up with inefficient
systems: budget cuts, disruption and uncertainty about how to
define multichannel requirements being some.
But, consumer expectations are moving ahead of the
capabilities of many retailers as technology has given them
the required tools for competitive, well researched purchases,
he says.
For retailers with physical stores who pride themselves on
service and product knowledge, multichannel is a massive
opportunity.
Thompson describes one scenario:
‘Let’s imagine a typical customer looking for a new piece of
furniture. John has a busy life with plenty going on. He supports
his town so whenever possible he buys from local shops.
However, he also pops into the supermarket to pick up things
on the way home from work.
‘He values convenience over price, within reason. When he
makes larger purchases he wants to make well-informed
decisions without too much hassle. He researches online, but
may want to see it and get a sense of quality and service.’
Herein lies the real advantage for physical retailers over their
online only competitors, reckons Thompson.
The consumer may call in to your store as they know and
trust your business. By visiting they’ve found out more about
the product and the different options, but don’t want to make
up their mind just yet.
‘Imagine if the sales assistant could provide a unique
reference number which could be used to buy the product from
your website once the customer has had time to decide. They

JOLYON RUSS

Being multichannel can bring
many advantages to retailers

Using multichannel means always being open for business

feel special and the sales assistant knows that their efforts will
be recognised regardless of where the final purchase is made.
For smaller items they might buy online and opt to collect from
your store. Once you have the order and the customer is
coming in to collect it, what a great opportunity to line up a few
complementary products that may be of interest,’ he adds.
This is just one example of how a physical retailer can extend
their value to customers by becoming multichannel. Furniture
and department stores should be looking to invest in their
systems to increase their relevance to the modern consumer,
says Thompson.
Swan, tel: 02392 248 569

Benefits of being multichannel
Here are some of the things that could be provided:
● click and collect;
● manage returns of online purchases in-store;
● reserve online and pay over the phone;
● provide customers who visit the store with a
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quote that they can accept online later;
● buy in-store and have the item delivered;
● reward loyalty whether the customer buys online or
in-store;
● giftcards can be used both in-store and online.
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Stand C6 Hall C
The Flooring Show
1-3 September 2013

T: 01782 562522
F: 01782 562299
E: enquiries@maynetechnology.com
W: www.maynetechnology.com
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Unit 13b, Brindley Court,
Lymedale Business Park
Newcastle-under-Lyme
Staffordshire, ST5 9QH

Looking for that
untreated look?
Untreated Wood

Polyx
Polyx Oil
Oil Raw
Raw 3044
3044

Polyx Oil Tints RAW could be your
answer...
> Keeps the NATURAL look of the wood!
> Hardwearing, water and dirt-resistant.
> Perfect for light coloured wood species
Lightly white pigmented.
> Highest coverage of any oil
on the market.
> Clear, raw finish.
Call or visit the web
for stockists.

Join
a winning team...
... and be part of the Furniture Industry Research Association’s
NYV^PUN TLTILYZOPW WYV]PKPUN H OVZ[ VM ILULÄ[Z PUJS\KPUN
access to technical information and Standards updates to help
build your business. Find out more...

^^^ÄYHJV\RQVPU
Call now for details
01438 777 700

Tel: 01296 481 220
www.osmouk.com

Scan code for details

RUGS

Back to
the future
Brintons is reinventing 1950’s
designs for the Coronation Festival
Brintons will mark the Coronation Festival for Royal Warrant
Holders at Buckingham Palace Gardens on 11-14 July with the
launch of the Coronation Rug Collection.
Drawn from 1950’s hand-painted designs from Brintons’
archive, including Mimosa by Matisse from 1951, the designs
have been recoloured for today’s trends, combining retro style
with modern colours.
The event will also see the company showcase a modern take
on a 1950’s living room on its stand. The display is inspired by
the Net and Ball carpet that was used in the Royal Festival Hall
foyer during the 1951 Festival of Britain. It has been rewoven in
new colours to address both the contemporary and the 1950’s
concept. The chosen colourway explores the exciting design
possibilities for a mundane living room with striking results.
Brintons’ reputation is built on design innovation and product
excellence and the company will look to demonstrate this with
a woodland image woven on its pioneering High Definition
Weave loom. This patented technology can produce photorealistic, 3D design definition in 32 colours, compared to
conventional looms that use 8-12 colours.
Visit: www.rugs-by-brintons.co.uk

Mimosa Red

Modular Aqua

Festival Grape
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PRODUCT RANGE
Softstep Film

All our underlay products are manufactured in the UK

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH

Carpet Cushion Paper
This is the latest addition to our revamped range
of products. A 100kgm3 density product finished
off in a distinctive printed crepe paper to one side
& the other in a polyester spunbond.
Available in March from your local distributor or
contact Ezi Floor.

Density:
Top:
Bottom:
Thickness:
Application:

85 kgm3
Printed Film
Plain Film
8mm, 10mm & 12mm
General Domestic

Carpet Cushion Spunbond
Density:
Top:
Bottom:
Thickness:
Application:

85 kgm3
Printed Spunbonded Polyester
Plain Spunbonded Polyester
8mm, 10mm & 12mm
General Domestic

Benefits include :

Carpet Cushion Paper

• Higher tensile strength
• Easy to cut
• Excellent thermal insulation properties

Density:
Top:
Bottom:
Thickness:
Application:

100 kgm3
Printed Crepe Paper
Plain Spunbond Polyester
9mm & 11mm
General Domestic/ Light Commercial

Air Cushion Spunbond
Density:
Top:
Bottom:
Thickness:
Application:

100 kgm3
Printed Spunbonded Polyester
Plain Spunbonded Polyester
9mm & 11mm
General Domestic/ Light Commercial

Finess Paper
Density:
Top:
Bottom:
Thickness:
Application:

Ezi Floor Ltd
Units 1&2 Airedale Buisness Park
Royd Ings Avenue
Keighley BD21 4BY
info@ezifloor.co.uk

145 kgm3
Printed White Crepe Paper
Plain Spunbonded Polyester
11mm
Luxury Domestic & Commercial

Softstep HD Contract 9mm
Density:
Top:
Bottom:
Thickness:
Application:

145 kgm3
Printed Film
Plain Film
9mm
Double Stick

WOOD AND LAMINATE

London installations
Kährs is tapping into the new homes market

Kährs has recently had three of its wooden floor designs installed at two
new housing developments in London.
Kährs’ Oak Verona and Walnut Montreal are being installed at
Riverside Quarter, Wandsworth situated on the banks of the Thames,
opposite the Hurlingham Club. The development is made up of 121
apartments in four buildings. The flooring, from Kährs’ Original range, is
being installed by Atlantic Contracts. Both designs have a durable satin
lacquer pre-finish.

Above and right:
Oak Verona and
Walnut Montreal
are being installed
at Riverside
Quarter
Left: Oak Brighton
was used at
Balham Hill

Kährs’ Oak Brighton has been installed by Loughton Contracts at
apartments in Clapham, south west London. Consisting of 62
apartments, Balham Hill comprises two buildings centred around a
landscaped communal garden. The scheme incorporates a listed Second
World War access drum that has been restored and integrated into the
development by architects Harper Downie.
Throughout the development, around 1,500sqm of Oak Brighton was
specified. The one-strip wood floor has a lively wood grain and a white
matt lacquer pre-finish.
Oak Brighton is part of Kährs’ Sand Collection which includes six wood
floors crafted in Sweden from sustainable European oak and ash. All
floors are suitable for floating or bonded installation and can be laid
over underfloor heating systems.
Kährs, tel: 023 9245 3045
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RETAIL SALES EXECUTIVE
Ulster Carpets’ is one of the world’s largest and most
progressive carpet manufacturers, servicing global retail and
contract markets. We now have a vacancy for a Retail Sales
Executive with responsibility for developing sales through our
Independent retail accounts in West and East Midlands.
We offer a competitive salary, company car, medical cover,
contributory pension scheme and profit related pay, along with
good development and progression opportunities.
To apply send your tailored CV and a covering letter detailing
how you meet the following criteria:
1. Specify the number of years experience you have gained in
retail sales and within which industries (minimum
criteria is 3 years experience)
2. Demonstrate your ability to achieve sales targets and
provide details of results and achievements.
Applications should be emailed before 12 noon on
Wednesday 31 July 2013 to recruit@ulstercarpets.com, or
by post to The Monitoring Officer, Ulster Carpets,
Castleisland Factory, Portadown, Co Armagh, BT62 1EE. To
speak with a member of our team telephone 028 38395123.
We are an Equal Opportunities Employer

A rare opportunity to
join in the CLOUD 9
success story
Ball & Young Limited, A Vita Group Company
Are looking to recruit a

FIELD SALES MANAGER
North West England and Wales
A leading manufacturer of a wide range of carpet and wood
floor underlays, their CLOUD 9 branded range has recently
been voted No. 1 by the Flooring Trade.
As an ambitious professional, you will welcome this
outstanding opportunity to further your career with a
high profile company.
Experience in the Floorcovering Trade is preferable.
This challenging position offers a good basic salary,
commission, company car and a range of other benefits.
If you feel you are able to meet the drive and ambition
required to be successful, please write in the first instance,
enclosing a full C.V. a resume of your sales experience and
current salary to:
Ann Shaw, Sales Director, Ball & Young Limited,
Causeway Road, Earlstrees, CORBY, Northants, NN17 4DU

AGENTS REQUIRED
Selected Rug & Matting Ltd are
looking for successful agents to sell
our popular & repeating ranges of
modern rugs to carpet & furniture
outlets.
Excellent support & commission
given by long established importers
with large stocks & prompt service.

Areas available:
South West, South Wales,
East Anglia/Essex, Kent/
South London/Surrey & Scotland

Please write OR email to:
Simon Eisenberg, Managing Director.
Selected Rug & Matting Ltd.
74 Long Lane, London SE1 4AU. Email: srmlondon@aol.com

FINAL POLISH
Winners on water

Top: Charlie Harrison (left) and
Jonathan Hindle (right) present the
trophy to the Haskins Hotshots team
Above and left: The day included
shooting, paintball and archery

Big Shots goes off with a bang
The furniture and flooring industry has
again demonstrated its support for its
only dedicated charity, with 33 teams
raising £21,000 at the annual Big Shots
clay pigeon shooting event.
‘It was fantastic to see such a good
level of support in what is undoubtedly
a tough economic climate,’ says Tony
Attard, The Furniture Makers president.
Furniture Village was the event’s
major sponsor, which was also
sponsored by BrightHouse, KI UK,
Chaucer Logistics, Kolorcraft, Designer
Contracts and Collins & Hayes.
‘What an incredible day – the event
raised a fantastic amount to help those
who need it the most. And, once again,
it was a great opportunity for people
from right across the industry to get
together and network on an informal

basis,’ says Jonathan Hindle, Master of
The Furniture Makers.
The winners (and losers) were: Top
Gun (male), Wayne Simpson, Dovetail
Wood; Top Gun (female), Lucy Cooper,
Furniture Village; Top Gun Beginner,
Ian MacGuffog, Gainsborough; Top
Team, Haskins Hotshots (Kevin Haskins,
Rowland Govier, Jon Coles, Paul Owen);
Runners-up and Top Flurry Team, Old
Boys (Victor Giannandrea, David
Langford, Nigel Blake and Alex Wyllie);
The MacKenzie Cup (awarded to the
lowest scoring team), Abbey & Forts
(Neil Quantrill, David Pearce, Edward
Clare and Thomas Clare); Worst Shot of
the Day, David Pearce (Clarenco);
Paintball, Nicholas Harland-Smith
(Handy) and Archery, Ian Annand
(Castelan).

A crew comprising staff from Norfolk
furniture manufacturer Warings
Furniture, sailed on to the medal board
by winning the recent Sunsail Inter
Brewery Regatta at its first attempt.
Team Warings beat off competition
from 17 other yachts, including
professional crews and skippers, and was
first to cross the finishing line in two out
of the four races to be crowned overall
winners.
Graham Waring, Warings Furniture
director and Team Warings first mate,
says: ‘This is the first time we have
entered the race and were absolutely
delighted with the team’s performance.
Coming first in two races and second and
third in the others against some
professional crews was a great
accomplishment, but having achieved
overall winner was the icing on the cake.’

Not so hairy moment
Jon Walters, The Furniture Ombudsman
service delivery manager, had his head
shaved in aid of Cancer Research UK
following his younger brother Oli’s recent
cancer diagnosis.
‘Oli recently shaved his head before
undergoing chemotherapy. I was so
inspired by his courage over this entire
ordeal and in a show of support I
thought I could also raise some much
needed money for a really worthy cause.
It is a small gesture for my brother and all
other cancer sufferers, but everything
raised will go towards research and
scientific advancement. If we can send
people on a one-way trip to colonise
Mars then we must be able to beat
cancer,’ Walters says.
Walters had been growing his hair for
18 months, but admits his wife won’t be
sorry to see it go. ‘She has been
threatening to cut it off in my sleep.’
Donations can be made at
https://www.justgiving.com/jonjonyourh
airisgone/

Helping keep rescue dogs comfortable
Carpenter UK has donated a lorry load of pet beds to the dog rescue
centre at Babbington Hall in Nottinghamshire. Carpenter Cotes in nearby
Alfreton, Derbyshire, donated the beds after hearing the centre was
housing 3,300 dogs.
‘Babbington Hall is an extremely busy centre which is heavily reliant on
support from the community. Babbington Rescue has a policy of not
destroying the dogs, which means there are a lot of them that need a
comfortable bed to keep them happy and comfy while they wait to be
rehomed,’ says Kevin Brown, Carpenter Cotes branch manager.
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Tony Sanderson and Helen Hallam from the centre with
Kevin Brown

CONTRAST
COLLECTION 2013

LIVE YOUR LIFE,
LOVE YOUR HOME
www.zonefurniture.co.uk

Z NE

CONTRAST by ZONE presents a stylish collection with dramatic and unique pieces
in a highly polished white gloss polyester and oak wooden detail.

